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ABSTRACT 

 
Image segmentation is the most challenging issue in computer vision applications.  And most 

difficulties for crops management in agriculture are the lack of appropriate methods for 

detecting the leaf damage for pests’ treatment.  In this paper we proposed an automatic method 

for leaf damage detection and severity estimation of coffee leaf by avoiding defoliation. After 

enhancing the contrast of the original image using LUT based gamma correction, the image is 

processed to remove the background, and the output leaf is clustered using Fuzzy c-means 

segmentation in V channel of YUV color space to maximize all leaf damage detection, and 

finally, the severity of leaf is estimated in terms of ratio for leaf pixel distribution between the 

normal and the detected leaf damage. 

 

The results in each proposed method was compared to the current researches and the accuracy 

is obvious either in the background removal or damage detection. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A computer vision system is an attempt to replicate the human eye to brain assessment process, 

whereby the human eye is replaced by a digital camera and the human brain is replaced by a 

learning algorithm. The camera can record objective and consistent image data without 

substantial confounding noise [1].   

 

Image processing has been proved to be effective tool for analysis in various fields and   

applications [2].  In evolution towards sustainable agriculture system it was clear that important 

contributions can be made by using emerging techniques. Precision agriculture was new and 

developing technology which leads to incorporate the advance techniques to enhance farm output 

and also enrich the farm inputs in profitable and environmentally sensible manner. With these 

techniques/ tools it was now possible to reduce errors, costs to achieve ecological and economical 

sustainable agriculture.  
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Coffee rust is the most economically important coffee disease in the world, and in monetary 

value, coffee is the most important agricultural product in international trade. Even a small 

reduction in coffee yields or a modest increase in production costs caused by the rust has a huge 

impact on the coffee producers, the support services, and even the banking systems in those 

countries whose economies are absolutely dependent on coffee export. 

 

Infections occur on the coffee leaves. The first observable symptoms are small, pole yellow spots 

on the upper surfaces of the leaves. As these spots gradually increase in diameter, masses of 

orange urediniospores (or uredospores) appear on the under surfaces. The fungus sporulates 

through the stomata rather than breaking through the epidermis as most rusts do, so it does not 

form the pustules typical of many rusts. The powdery lesions on the undersides of the leaves can 

be orange-yellow to red-yellow to red-orange in color, and there is considerable variation from 

one region to another [3]. 

 

Coffee rust and other coffee pests cause premature defoliation, which reduces photosynthesis 

capacity and weakens the tree [4]. The most techniques used to avoid coffee rust and other pests 

that destroy the coffee leaves are pesticides and fungicides, but if they are not controlled well, 

they can cause ecosystem problems.   

 

The detection of severity of  infected leaves have been done by the farmers using naked eyes, 

which can contribute to many errors, and the precise ways are needed to be sure the amount of 

pesticides or fungicides to be applied while preserving ecosystem.  Most leaf diseases destroy the 

leaf, so that it can be easy to detect the damage using image processing techniques, but in the case 

of coffee rust, there is only color change which acts as a special case. 

 

From the shown problems, we propose a method for detecting the pests’ attacks infection on 

image of coffee’s leaf using image segmentation techniques. 

In this paper, the novelty is that the images used are captured from the tree, to avoid defoliation.  

 

Most researches about leaf disease detection [5], [6], [7],  have been done, but they cut off the leaf 

and put it to the white background for easy processing, but our algorithm considers all leaves’ 

images regardless the type of background.  

 

As far as the system is concerned, our algorithm is made by three processes. Firstly, the captured 

coffee leaf is processed for contrast enhancement using LUT gamma correction algorithm by 

Sayaraman et al. [17].  Secondly, the enhanced image is processed to remove the unwanted 

background. At this stage, the captured image maybe having many surrounding leaves or 

branches of trees, the concern is to detect the main leaf to be processed separately. Lastly, the 

recovered leaf is segmented using fuzzy C mean clustering to detect the infected part of the leaf; 

the severity of infected leaf area is estimated by calculating the ratio of the infected pixel 

distributions to the normal leaf pixel distributions. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

 
In this section, we survey the related current researches on image processing in agricultures, such 

as background removal, infected leaf segmentation and area of leaf measurement.  

 

2.1. Leaf disease detection and classification 

 
As a rapid, nondestructive and objective method, image processing technology has been widely 

used in determination of some quality characteristics of agricultural products. Leaf disease 

detection and classification is a hot research in plant managements and taxonomy. 
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Gloria D.  et al. [5] proposed  semi-automatic approach based on an initial pixel classification 

according to the chrominance feature from the YCrCb color space. It requires user-intervention to 

select a sample of pixels for training the color space classifiers. Thiago L. G. Souza et al. [6] 

automatically classified the main agents that cause damages to soybean leaflets. After extracting 

the contour of the damages, they are taken as a complex network, and trained using SVM. 

 

C.P. Wijekoon, et al. [9] used Scion Image software to quantify a wide variety of fungal 

interactions with plant leaves. This software is responsible for measuring the change in leaf color 

caused by fungal sporulation or tissue damage. But it only deals with the detached, well placed 

and shadow free leaves.  Qinghai He et al. [10] proposed the damage detection method by 

measuring the damage ratio in different color model after enhancing the leaf image, but the 

algorithm fails to handle the outdoor leaves for contrast and other noises.  A.C. Nazare-JR. et al. 

[11] automatically quantified the damaged leaf area by handling the noises and recovering the leaf 

contour using computational geometry, but they recovered only the line segments but not the 

curved edges and they only detected the damaged/ destroyed parts, not the damage part in terms 

of color change, as we are considering the healthy leaf as the one responsible for photosynthesis 

process. 

 

All of those methods only handle the detached, well placed, shadow free, with simple background 

leaves images, and thus they only did the simple image segmentation (thresholding) to remove the 

background noises. On the other hand, our proposed algorithm considers all types of leaves 

regardless any background, and can also detect all damaged leaf parts (in terms of destroying and 

color change). 

 

2.2. Background removal 

 
In still image object detection, many researchers proposed different algorithms for background 

removal for image segmentation purpose.  Jeong-In Park et al. [18] suggested the variable order n 

x m dimensional vector, where the vectors are applied to the reduced objective image to remove 

the background. This method does not remove the actual background; rather it regenerates the 

filtered replica after replicating the background. It may look like the background is actually 

removed after it is applied to the image, but it is reconfigured with white color lines which are 

smoothly processed while retaining the background. This method have been proposed to 

overcome the computational time of code book, but compare to our method, this is still expensive 

in terms of computation depending on the size of  objective image as it is dealing with image 

reduction and  n x m dimensional vector processing. 

  

In object extraction based on detecting salient regions [19], [20], [21], [22] they ended by 

segmenting the image to remove the background, but sometimes this method failed to detect the 

object in question. Guanqun Cao et al. [22] proposed a salient object extraction with opponent 

color boosting, the method is based on emphasis on color in an iso-salient color space and 

filtering by a DoG filter afterwards, but the detection is not accurate as it includes even other non 

objects. Our method has been compared with this one for object detection. 

 

In most agriculture image processing applications, they applied a simple threshold or otsu’s image 

segmentation [23] [11], [6] to separate the background and the foreground because the 

background is not complicated. Our proposed method for background removal provides an 

obvious accuracy to their papers as well. 
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2.3. Leaf Area Measurement 

 
Accurate and rapid non-destructive leaf area measurement/estimation is important in plant 

understanding and modeling ecosystem function.  Utilizing the leaf area instruments, it is reliable 

and convenient to estimate leaf area using mechanical, digital or portable scanning planimeters 

[13], but the method is expensive and destructive i.e., means we need to cut off the leaf or some 

tools can not fit the whole leaf, so it need to be cut into different pieces and measure each piece 

separately and add together after.  

 

Mahdi M. Ali et al. [14], after preprocessing the leaf and detecting the edge, they used digital 

vernier and compared the results with Li-Cor 3100 leaf area meter. The method is not destructive 

but still they used some devices to measure the area.  Chaohui Lu et al. [8] captured the leaf and 

put on a hand normal panel, i.e. square (known area) drawn on a white paper, the image is 

processed using image processing techniques, and then the area is calculated through pixel 

number statistic. The accuracy can be affected by the geometric distortion of the panel. Sanjay B. 

Patil et al. [15], after processing the leaf image, the area is calculated by estimating the pixel 

statistic referencing to piece of coin (known area).  The pixel count of the processed image 

depends on the distance between the camera and the object when the picture is taken. 

 

In this paper, the proposed algorithm handles all leaf images regardless where and how the image 

was taken (background, environmental condition that can be affecting the contrast of image, etc), 

we ended by finding that to adopt one of the proposed method above, can lead us to many errors, 

because we did not care how far or close the image leaf were captured/shot.  

 

To overcome those challenging, we decided to estimate the severity of the damaged area in 

percentage by calculating the ratio between the normal leaf pixel distributions (statistic) to the 

infected pixel distributions. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
This section describes the process of our proposed method step by step. Our algorithm consists of 

three steps: Image contrast enhancement, background removal and detection of the damaged area 

with its severity estimation. The figure 1 shows the overview of the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Framework of the proposed method 

 

3.1. Contrast enhancement 
 

The contrast enhancement process adjusts the relative brightness and darkness of objects in the 

scene to improve their visibility. As our method can handle any image regardless of its condition 

of shot, we decided to use LUT based gamma correction algorithm to deal with the image contrast 

enhancement.  
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Look-Up Table (LUT) is formulated using the maximum intensity (Max_int, equals to 255), and 

the value of gamma depends on the input image.  

 

The original brightness value of image I is mapped to I’ by using the formulated LUT as shown 

on figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Image enhancement using gamma correction 

 

We proposed a method to set the value of gamma automatically based on the characteristics of the 

original image. 

 

1. Analyze the histogram of an input gray image, 

2. Calculate the mean average intensity value 
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In our experimental results, there is no doubt to say that in both contrast conditions (low and 

high); the gamma value is selected efficiently. And this proposed automatic gamma value always 

enhances the image based on its average gray intensity value, this method is different from the 

adaptive gamma correction proposed by Shi-Chia Huang et al. [12] which requires some 

adjustable parameters and it always enhances the low contrast, because the value of gamma is 

always equal or less than 1 according to their equation ( )wcdf lγ = −1 . The figure 3 and 4 show 

our results for contrast enhancement. 
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Figure 3: Result for contrast enhancement images and their gray value histograms: (a) original image of 

high contrast, (b) resulting image with adjusted contrast for better processing. 

 

 

Figure 4: Result for contrast enhancement, images with their gray value histograms: (a) original image of 

low contrast, (b) resulting image with enhanced contrast for better processing. 

 

3.2. Background removal 

 
The leaf image processed maybe having some surrounding noises that can affect the accuracy of 

leaf damage detection. We decided to propose a method that can only keep the foreground object, 

i.e., leaf only. 

 

Figure 5: Proposed method for background removal 
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The original image is blurred using Gaussian kernel to suppress the noise, and the image is 

converted to CIELab color space that have been proved as the most color space to detect the 

object based on the salient properties [17]. 
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Where the 
Iµ  is the arithmetic mean value of the image in each channel, 

~

I is the corresponding 

image pixel vector value in the Gaussian blurred version (using a 5x5 separate binomial kernel) of 

the original image. The above proposed equation (6) can highlight the foreground object and 

suppress the background. The resulting image is threshold using the following adaptive threshold. 
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The threshold image is combined by the boundary features detected using canny edge detector to 

adjust the overall structure of the object. The resulting image with different separate objects is 

judged to remains with the biggest object among the arrays using labeling method.  Image erosion 

and dilation algorithms are applied to adjust the objects by using the disk element of fixed size. 

The output image is filled to recover the internal holes.  The final image is a mask of the whole 

object within an image, and it is used as a threshold to segment the original image. The resulting 

output image at this stage is the image with background free as shown in the figure 6 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Result for background removal: (a) original image, (b) background free image 

 

3.3. Damage clustering 

 
At this stage, the leaf in question is available; the only problem is to detect the damage. In most 

proposed methods [11], [6], they tried to detect damage in gray image because their method only 

captured the destroyed part of the leaf as an infected leaf part. But our method considers a 

damaged part as all leaf areas that cannot contribute to the photosynthesis process. 

 

In our case, we detected the damage leaf area in YUV color model, and our algorithm shows a 

good efficiency compared to other methods. And the other advantage for using YUV color model 

is that, the leaf veins are not mistaken as the damage. The V channel is clustered using Fuzzy C-

Mean algorithm, where we only used two clusters.  
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3.4. Damage estimator 
 

In this paper, we decided to estimate the severity of the leaf damage, to allow the farmers being 

able to take into account their plant management (for pesticide or fungicides utilization). 

 

After surveying different methods used for estimating leaf damages, we can say that most of them 

cannot give good results on our samples image database, we decided to estimate infection by 

calculating the percentage of the damaged pixels statistic to the normal real leaf pixels 

distribution. 

 
inf ected

severity

normal

l
l x                                      (8)

l
= 100  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
In order to validate and test our proposed method, we tested it to many type of leaves and have 

good results. We compared the results with other researches that have been done.  Figure 7 shows 

the comparison of the proposed method for image background removal. Our proposed method 

was specific for leaf images, but it can also work better than other methods used for object 

detection. 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparative results of our background removal method. 

 
The figure 8 describes the comparison for our infected leaf detection. Our method for detecting 

damaged parts of leaf; it cares all part of leaf that cannot contribute to the photosynthesis process 

which is the main function of the leaf on the plant. Whereas the method of Nazare A.C [11], only 

considered the damaged leaf as the destroyed one, which is a wrong perception in terms of 

anatomical process of plants. 

 

As we can see the last row in figure 8, method of Nazare took the tested leaf as a healthy 

leaf, and according to anatomical concept of the plant, our method can come up with 

accurate leaf disease detection with estimation of 26,25%. 
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Figure 8: Infected damage detection comparison 

 

The proposed method was applied to a big image database, and the detection was accurate and 

efficient. Figure 9 and 10 show more results, the former provides the estimate of 7%, and the 

latter shows the damage at 22%. This is an estimate, because we can see in figure 10 that the 

trunk was mistaken as an infection. 

 

Figure 9: Detection with an estimation of 7% 

 

 

Figure 10: Detection with an estimation of 22% 

 

Nazare et al. evaluated their method by comparing with the manual segmented data by the expert 

in the area of Plant Science, and other proposed method of (Mura). And according to their results 

at that time, their method was better from others. 
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The diagram below shows how accurate our method is compared by Nazare’s method. From the 

same 27 tested images, our average detection was two times than Nazare’s method ( . .±12 36 8 43  

and . .±5 76 4 65  respectively, i.e. µ δ±  for mean and standard deviation). The strong point for our 

method is that we can handle all leaf damages (destroyed and color change), it can be seen from 

the graph that for the last six leaves, which are infected by coffee rust as described in the 

introduction, Nazare’s method considered them healthy, while are damaged already. 

 

On other hand, it is also obvious that for the same destroyed leaf damages, the estimated values 

are almost the same, which shows that, our method works like their method and beyond for color 

change leaf damages. 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Comparative representation of our method and Nazare’s method 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we proposed an automatic infected leaf detection algorithm that combines three 

processes: Image contrast enhancement, Image background removal, and estimation of detected 

infection. After adjusting the contrast by getting the value of gamma automatically, the system 

processes the original leaf image to keep the real leaf (foreground) by using the background 

removal method which is based on luminance and color. The background free image is then 

processed in YUV color model, i.e. on V channel, to maximize the detection of the leaf damage 

using the Fuzzy C-means Clustering.   

 

The estimation of the severity of infected leaf was fast and quantitatively maximized all leaf 

damages compared to other methods and the necked eye process used by the farmers. It can help 

farmers to be sure which quantity of pesticides or fungicides their fields (coffee) require. 

 

The proposed method was compared with some current researches, and it is obvious that it can 

over perform them either in background removal or in infection detection, even the method is 

fast; and avoids the defoliation done by all other methods surveyed.  In the future, we are 

planning to upgrade our algorithm in real-time approach. 
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